Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The Dominance-based Rough Set Approach (DRSA) \[[@CR7]\] is an extension of the Rough Sets Theory \[[@CR10]\] intended to deal with multicriteria sorting problems. The DRSA takes a set of assignment examples (learning set) and generates a collection of if-then decision rules as output. The conventional DRSA assumes a single decision maker while several real-world decision problems need to take into account the presence of multiple decision makers. Different group decision making extensions to DRSA have been proposed in the literature, including \[[@CR1]--[@CR6], [@CR8], [@CR11], [@CR12]\].

For instance, the authors in \[[@CR1]\] and \[[@CR8]\] extend the concepts of the DRSA to deal with decision tables having multiple decision attributes, thus allowing comprehensive collective decision rules to be generated. In \[[@CR4]\] we introduced an aggregation algorithm, based on the majority principle and supporting the veto effect, allowing consensual decision rules to be inferred. A more advanced version of the aggregation algorithm of \[[@CR4]\] is proposed in \[[@CR3]\]. In \[[@CR5], [@CR6]\], the authors use the Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence to combine individual rules provided by the DRSA.

However, all these approaches rely on an input oriented aggregation strategy, which requires a high level of agreement between the decision makers. In this paper, we propose an output oriented aggregation strategy to coherently combine different sets of decision rules obtained from different decision makers. The proposed aggregation algorithm is illustrated by using real-world data relative to business school admission where two decision makers are involved. Results show that aggregation algorithm is able to reproduce the individual assignments of students with a very low preferential information loss.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} sets the background. Section [3](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"} deals with rules matching and overleaping. Section [4](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"} details the aggregation algorithm. Section [5](#Sec14){ref-type="sec"} provides an illustrative application. Section [6](#Sec15){ref-type="sec"} concludes the paper.

Background {#Sec2}
==========

Notations and Basic Assumptions {#Sec3}
-------------------------------

Information about decision objects is often represented in terms of an *information table* where rows correspond to *objects* and columns to *attributes*. The information table *S* is a 4-tuple $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Rough Approximation {#Sec4}
-------------------

In DRSA the represented knowledge is a collection of *upward unions* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The lower approximations group the objects which certainly belong to class unions $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The boundaries group objects that can neither be ruled in nor out as members of class $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Decision Rules {#Sec5}
--------------

The approximations of upward and downward unions of classes can serve to induce a set of if-then decision rules relating condition and decision attributes. There are five basic types of decision rules:*Certain decision rules*. These rules are generated from the lower approximation of the union of classes $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Only the two first types are considered in the rest of this paper.

The most popular rule induction algorithm for DRSA is DOMLEM \[[@CR9]\], which generates a minimal set of rules.

Decision Rules Matching and Overlapping {#Sec6}
=======================================

Basic Definitions {#Sec7}
-----------------

A decision rule *R* is defined as a collection of elementary conditions and a conclusion. Let *R*.*C* denotes the set of conditions of rule *R* and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Conditions Matching {#Sec8}
-------------------

### Definition 1 {#FPar1}
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### Definition 2 {#FPar2}

**(Type 1 conditions inclusion).** Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Definition 3 {#FPar3}
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Decision Rules Matching {#Sec9}
-----------------------

The equality between two decision rules is defined as follows.

### Definition 4 {#FPar4}

**(Decision rules equality).** Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Definition 5 {#FPar5}

**(Decision rules Type 1 full inclusion).** Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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This definition implicity ensures that rules $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Definition 6 {#FPar6}

**(Decision rules Type 1 Partial inclusion).** Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Definition 7 {#FPar7}

**(Decision rules Type 2 full inclusion).** Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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This definition implicity ensures that rules $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Definition 8 {#FPar8}

**(Decision rules Type 2 partial inclusion).** Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Overlapping Decision Rules {#Sec10}
--------------------------
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### Definition 9 {#FPar9}

**(Decision rules with overlapped conditions).** Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Definition 10 {#FPar10}

**(Decision rules with overlapped decisions).** Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The aggregation algorithm contains two steps: (i) transformation of overlapping rules, and (ii) elimination of redundant decision rules. We should mention that steps (i) and (ii) may be inverted without affecting the final result. However, in this paper, we maintain the order given above for several reasons. First, the other solution (i.e. proceeding by computing the minimal cover and then transformation of overlapping rules) requires an additional step to compute the minimal cover after the transformation operation. Indeed, the latter may lead to new redundant rules. Second, as a consequence of the first point, the computing time will automatically increase. The only shortcoming of the solution adopted in this paper is that in step (i) both redundant and non-redundant rules are considered. This may have minor effects on the overall computing time.
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In this situation, there is no overlap between decision rules $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To reduce the interval-based assignments of decision objects, we propose to replace rules $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The last decision rule is of composite type since RHS of the conditions and the decision are interval-based.
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To reduce the interval-based assignments of decision objects, we propose to replace rules $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Step 2: Elimination of Redundant Decision Rules {#Sec13}
-----------------------------------------------

The objective of this step is to eliminate (i) redundant decision rules; and (ii) rules fully included in other rules. In the second case, two options are possible: either we remove the more general rule or the less general rule. Both solutions may lead to preferential information loss. To minimize the loss of preferential information, we can rely on some measures. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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These two measures vary in different directions and can be used to decide which of decision rules $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Application {#Sec14}
===========

To partially illustrate the proposed algorithm, we consider a real-world data relative to a business school admission where two decision makers (designed by DM1 and DM2 in the rest of the paper) are involved. The learning set is composed of 175 objects (students in this case). A randomly selected extract from the learning set is given in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. In this table, the decisions 'A' and 'R' stand for 'accepted' and 'rejected', respectively. The comparison of the individual assignments shows that the decision makers disagree on 40 (22.86%) students.Table 1.An extract from the learning set.IDFrenchLogicGeneralCollectiveFace to FaceIndividualEnglishDecisionDecisionID(fr)(lo)Cultureinterview (co)Meeting (ff)interview (in)(en)DM1 (dec1)DM2 (dec2)13516.810.66.610Yes13.58AA1629.610.66.614.83Yes9.56.5RR16114.4810.811Yes5.615RA7312.813.46.614.33Yes14.812.5AA6413.62010.89.83Yes15.610AA11014.410.63.49Yes14.914AR15914.413.49.26.83Yes11.86RA899.610.65.89.83Yes1811.5AR1512.89.411.6?No1815AA116.81210.818Yes17.419AA11715.29.411.611.33Yes12.910AA5310.49.45.814Yes17.414AR1449.612.615?No11.37.25AA4513.617.46.618Yes13.512.5AA8013.614.65.818Yes14.18AA4113.61610.815.33Yes12.716AA1471010.68.4?No13.56AR16014.487.617Yes8.56RA8416.8162.69.33Yes15.612AA12317.612511Yes12.511AA3312.813.49.213.67Yes1812AA8214.410.67.618Yes14.77AA1415.21513.4?No16.614AA16813.610.654Yes12.76RR10415.214.613.413Yes10.711.5AA

We then applied the DRSA two times to approximate this learning set using the assignments given by DM1 and DM2. The application of rule induction algorithm DOMLEM on the obtained approximations leads to two collections of decision rules, which are given Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} (for DM1) and Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} (for DM2).Table 2.Decision rules relative to DM1.\#Rule description1.1If (in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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This illustrative example uses only two decision classes. Accordingly, there is no overlap between decision rules of different types. Then, only the second step will applied to aggregate the decision rules. A careful examination of Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} and Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} shows that there are three cases of redundancy: (i) Rule 1.9 and Rule 2.18; (ii) Rule 1.12 and Rule 2.11; and (iii) Rule 1.13 and Rule 2.16. The result of the application of Equations (1) and (2) on these pairs of decision rules is summarized in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}. Based on these results and to reduce information loss, decision rules 1.18, 2.11 and 1.13 should be removed.Table 4.Information and precision loss.CaseRule to removeILPL11.9011.180.9230.07721.12012.110.6330.36731.130.2450.7552.1601

We then applied the remaining decision rules to classify all the students. Results show that the obtained collective assignments match with the initial assignments of DM1 for about 96.2% of students and with the initial assignments of DM2 for about 92.3% of students. Thus, DM1 and DM2 need to discuss only a very limited number of conflicting situations (instead on 40 conflicting situations initially).

Conclusion {#Sec15}
==========

We proposed an output oriented aggregation strategy to coherently combine different sets of decision rules obtained from different decision makers. The proposed aggregation algorithm is illustrated by using real-world data relative to business school admission. An important aspect of the proposed approach is that the consensus between decision makers \[[@CR13]\] is computed using objective preference information. In the future, we intend first to apply the proposed aggregation algorithms to other datasets, especially those non-binary decision attributes and with more decision makers. We also intend to study the behavior of the aggregation algorithm with large datasets. Finally, we will intend to design new measures to evaluate information loss, precision loss and information redundancy.
